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geoAMPS
As the premiere
provider of data
management solutions for land
rights and infrastructure asset
management, our products bring
order to complicated business
processes in a suite of highly
configurable software products.
Industry focused,...

Powell, OH geoAMPS, a technology company in the Columbus, OH, area,
announces that the mobile application it developed for the International Right
of Way (IRWA) Education Conference is ready to download.
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geoAMPS was the first to provide mobile
technology to the right of way industry. This
innovation offers right of way agents the ability
to stay connected with the project database or
upload data even when in the field. In a similar
fashion, the conference mobile app developed
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obtain event information while on the go.

geoAMPS proudly provides the mobile application as part of its Platinum
Sponsorship. This marks the second consecutive year that geoAMPS has
built the mobile app for the conference.
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“I am pleased to offer this mobile app to IRWA and those attending the
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conference. geoAMPS is committed to advancing technology within the right
of way industry,” Yogesh Khandelwal, President and Chief Executive Officer
of geoAMPS, said. “The IRWA conference app helps demonstrate how
mobile technology can be utilized to share information and simplify
communication, a capability that offers tremendous efficiencies to right of way
projects, and in this case, conference attendees.”
geoAMPS was the first to provide mobile technology to the right of way
industry. This innovation offers right of way agents the ability to stay
connected with the project database or upload data even when in the field. In
a similar fashion, the conference mobile app developed by geoAMPS
provides attendees the ability to obtain event information while on the go.
For 2013, geoAMPS has incorporated enhancements suggested by last
year’s users. One of the improvements is a page titled ‘Local’ that includes a
restaurant finder, hotel finder and IRWA offsite event locator. This
improvement provides attendees with information on local attractions,
including places to eat that are popular with Charleston residents, hotel
locations and official IRWA offsite events. In addition, the built-in map
provides users venturing outside of the conference the ability to see their
location in reference to other amenities and events.
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The app offers a wealth of information about the conference itself. There is
introduction to conference sponsors, a map of the conference area with booth
occupants identified, and information about various sessions, guest speakers
and other conference events.
The IRWA 2013 mobile application is available on Apple- and Androidpowered mobile devices. To download the conference app, follow these
instructions based on your mobile device:

For Android: Search ‘IRWA 2013’ in the Google Play Store app on your
mobile device or click here to locate the app in your computer’s browser.
For Apple: Search ‘IRWA 2013’ in iTunes on your mobile device or in your
iTunes account on your computer or click hereto locate the app in your
computer’s browser.

Nathan Mirolo is Marketing and Communications Specialist at geoAMPS, a
technology company in the Columbus, Ohio, area committed to partnerships
and investments in research and development enabling the creation of
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comprehensive industry specific solutions that are powerful, yet intuitive to
meet the individual, demanding needs of business. For more
information, visit www.geoamps.com or call 614-389-4871.

RELATED LINKS
geoAMPS LinkedIn
geoAMPS Facebook
IRWA 2013 Conference App Android
IRWA 2013 Conference App Apple

The information on this page was created and posted by the company identified above.
RenewableEnergyWorld.com does not endorse, edit, or substantiate this information and
assumes no obligation for this content's accuracy.
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